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BOMBAY STOCK EXCHANGE
TRANSITIONING INDIAN ECONOMY LANDSCAPE

Being the first stock exchange in Asia, pioneering securities transaction business, Bombay Stock
Exchange has been the forerunner in bringing numerous innovations to the Indian capital markets and
creating varied investment opportunities for the investors and traders
ith a unique recognition
claim of world’s fastest
stock exchange, with an
average trade response
time of 6 microseconds,
BSE (formerly Bombay Stock Exchange
Ltd.), founded by Premchand Roychand
in 1875, is the world’s 10th largest stock
exchange with total market capitalization
of more than USD 2.3 trillion.
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BOOSTING INHERENT STRENGTH OF
THE INDIAN ECONOMY
Established in 1875, the BSE is Asia’s
first stock exchange, and claims to be
the world’s fastest stock exchange, with
a median trade speed of 6 microseconds.
During the past 143 years, BSE has aided
in the growth of the Indian businesses by
providing them with an efficient capitalraising platform. In 2016, BSE established
India INX, a fully owned subsidiary
of BSE, which is the first international
exchange of India.
STIMULATING GROWTH OF THE
INDIAN CAPITAL MARKET
India’s outstanding economic growth in

recent past has made it stand among one
of the fastest growing world economies.
With growing economy ushered a demand
for a new framework – to bring in
automation – and the BSE was automated
in 1995, and since then it has significantly
impacted the national growth by making
Indian market safe and secure to transact
in.
With a vision to emerge as the premier
Indian stock exchange with adoption
of best-in-class global practices in
technology, products innovation and
customer service, BSE provides a
multitude of services to capital market
participants such as risk management,
clearing, settlement, market data
services and education. In terms of
accessibility, it has a nationwide presence
and an international reach. BSE has
designed its systems and processes such
as to protect market integrity, stimulate
growth of Indian capital market and
foster innovation and competitive spirit
across all market segments.
ENABLING BUSINESS
With renewed fervor and emphasis on

new business opportunities, product and
service innovation, technology upgrades,
increased investor and member focus,
BSE with its group companies – BSE
Institute Ltd, CDSL, ICCL, India
INX, India ICC and Marketplace
Technologies – has always forged ahead
on all extremes and fronts, being mindful
of its objective to continually improve
and embrace new and better ways of
conducting business.
BSE, being the first exchange in India
to obtain ISO 9001:2000 certification, is
also the first exchange in India to launch
a special platform for trading in SME
securities, S&P BSE SENSEX, exchangeenabled Internet trading platform,
mobile-based trading; to introduce
equity derivatives and SMS alert &
complaint tracking system.
For BSE’s pioneering role in
developing Indian financial markets,
it has won several awards namely
Digital Innovation Award 2017, IT
Genius Awards 2017, Best Brand Award
2017 by The Economic Times and Best
Exchange of the Year Award for equity
and currency derivatives.
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